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to! be! under! clock! control.! This! work! sought! to! understand! the! mechanism! of! the!
synchrony!between!the!circadian!oscillator!and!products!of!energetic!cycles.!The!fact!





in! organisms,! which! could! damage! cellular! components! and! disrupt! normal!
mechanisms!of!cellular!signaling.!Therefore,!it!is!advantageous!for!plants!to!be!able!to!
anticipate! such! periodic! burst! in! ROS.! My! research! investigates! the! role! of! the!
circadian!clock!in!regulating!ROS!homeostasis!in!the!model!plant!Arabidopsis!thaliana.!
I!found!that!ROS!production!and!scavenging!wax!and!wane!in!a!periodic!manner!under!
diurnal! and! circadian! conditions.! Not! only! that,! at! the! transcriptional! level,! ROS7
responsive! genes! exhibited! time7of7day! specific! phases! under! diurnal! and! circadian!
conditions,!suggesting!the!role!of!the!circadian!clock!in!ROS!signaling.!Mutations!in!the!
core7clock! regulator,! CIRCADIAN3 CLOCK3 ASSOCIATED3 1! (CCA1),! affect! both! the!
transcriptional! regulation! of! ROS! genes! and! ROS! homeostasis.! Furthermore,! mis7
expressions! of! other! clock! genes! such! as! EARLY3 FLOWERING3 33 (ELF3),! LUX3
ARRHYTHMO3 (LUX)! and! TIMING3 OF3 CAB3 EXPRESSION3 13 (TOC1)! also! have! profound!
effects!on!ROS!signaling!and!homeostasis,!thus!suggesting!a!global!clock!effect!on!ROS!







the!oscillator! incorporates!ROS!as!a!component!of! the! loop!where!ROS!signals!could!
feed!back!to!affect!circadian!behavior!by!changing!CCA1!and!TOC1! transcription.!The!
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4.2! The! circadian! clock! communicates! temporal! information! to! regulate! ROS!
network!transcriptomes .......................................................................................... 100!
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